








Nitrogen = NPP

Right?
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A multi-year study
• 10 total plots (4 at Rice, 

6 at DGIF)
• Calculated change in 

biomass from 2010-
2012, 2012-2014, and 
2014-2015 

• Data set includes DBH 
and species data for 
each tree in 2010, 
2012, and 2014



Litter collection baskets



Waste water discharge as experimental 

chronic nitrogen deposition treatments





Lysimeters at 20 cm depth



Canopy structural complexity with portable 

canopy LiDAR (PCL)



*error bars denote standard error
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Species effects

Hickory, Poplar 

Oak, Pine 



Lysimeter data



• No differences in LAI or 

fPAR

• Light use efficiency 

(LUE) in treatments more 

than double that of 
control



Canopy complexity
Hardiman et al. 2011



Canopy complexity
Hardiman et al. 2011



Canopy complexity
Hardiman et al. 2011





Future directions
• Leaf canopy 

analysis 

• Soil respiration

• Soil chemistry and 

physics
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*Significant differences by location and treatment (p < 0.5) based on ANOVA



And Michael’s stuff maybe…



Future directions…



Let’s look at rugosity stuff

Add species specific and use relative growth rate

And add error bar notation to bars in boxplot
Adjust litter traps by area to

Add error bars to NPP wood
Add leaf NPP graph
If you want to highlight Look at 2012 and 2015 moving window
Look at LEAF NPP and biomass change.

Treatment response changes voer time. Three-interaction

Funders:  NSF, Rice Rivers Center, NSF No. Award 1550657

Only a couple of thoughts, really:
1.Intersting to see the relative growth rate stuff, but I wonder 
if it’s too much (27 slides for 15 minute talk!); plus, trends are 
difficult to pick out. Will definitely be useful later.
2.Rugosity v NPP — Would be interesting and maybe revealing 
to first adjust NPP values for N trt/site to see if they then 
correlate with rugosity. You could model Ndep v NPP (since we 
don’t have Ndep yet from Mike (?), some numeric categorical 
ranking) and then plot residuals against rugosity. Or, you could 
run a stepwise analysis and see what is retained in the model: 
NPP (2016 only) = rugosity + site + N (categorical low = 0; high 
= 1) + rugosity*site + rugosity*N + N*site + rugosity*site*N. 
This would be a way to statistically test our hypothesis that 
there’s an N x structure interaction affecting NPP.
Love the VA map, and other stylistic liberties.

Chris


